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RAISE YOUR FLAG

SOARING
How Air Canada is using Raise Your Flag to elevate
their talent acquisition strategy to a new altitude.

“

RAISE YOUR FLAG ALLOWED
US TO APPEAL TO OUR TARGET
MILLENNIAL POPULATION IN A WAY
WE WEREN’T ABLE TO DO AT THAT TIME.
Francois-Xavier Henri
Talent Acquisition & Attraction Manager
Air Canada
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THE COMPANY
Few people don’t know of award-winning airline Air Canada. At a recent Glassdoor employee’s choice awards, Air
Canada was ranked one of the top 8 best places to work in Canada. As a top employer, dedicated to its customers
and employees, Air Canada is constantly refining and improving their talent acquisition approach to make sure
they’re attracting, hiring and retaining the people who will ensure that Air Canada continues to be a top airline and
equally as important, a top employer.
Three years ago, Air Canada began revisiting their talent acquisition activities and decided it was time for a
reorganization. As part of that reorganization, they decided to include a strategy to specifically target millennialaged employees for entry-level roles that don’t require a degree.

THE CHALLENGE
Air Canada had spent years building a talent pipeline and an
effective acquisition process to optimize attracting and recruiting
top talent. Adding a layer of attraction specifically targeting
millennial-aged candidates needed to be approached with caution
to not disrupt the years of optimization to their general recruitment
strategies.
Talent Acquisition Manager Francois-Xavier was quick to
acknowledge that they were looking beyond their current providers
for the control and customization that they really wanted. “We were
looking for something that allowed us to brand our entry-level
opportunities for millennial-aged applicants.”
Additionally, targeting millennial-aged, entry-level candidates
required a deep understanding of millennials and a unique style of
communication that might not match the communication being
used in the company’s general talent acquisition branding efforts.
How does a company like Air Canada add a level of branding to
their recruiting that speaks specifically to millennials looking for
entry-level work? How do they communicate that those entry-level
opportunities have a clearly-defined path of progression with plenty
of room for advancement? and How do they do those things
without losing the effort and refinement that had gone into building
a very effective overall recruitment strategy?

“Raise Your Flag’s founder approached me and pitched me
on the idea of ‘career-pathing’ Air Canada entry-level
opportunities. Raise Your Flag’s solution was very
attractive to Air Canada because it addressed problems we
were having specifically targeting a particular type of
entry-level employee. Raise Your Flag allowed us to appeal
to our target millennial population in a way we weren’t able
to do at that time.”

“We were looking for
something that allowed us
to brand our entry-level
opportunities for millennialaged applicants.”

The answers aren’t as complex as you would think.
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THE SOLUTION
“Raise Your Flag is a complete offering and it’s getting better year over year. They’re
constantly improving their product and presenting new features and options to us.”

PHASE ONE:
In the fall of 2014, Raise Your Flag launched Air Canada on RaiseYourFlag.com (in French and English), as a featured employer
with a variety of career paths available, stemming from open, entry-level roles. The RaiseYourFlag.com Air Canada career paths
contained all of the information found in a job posting however, the design and user experience were much different than job
postings on Air Canada’s careers page. Users were able to see each step of a potential career path, the salary progression, the
skill progression, job availability and what would be expected from them at every step of their career with Air Canada.
Communicating this information upfront allowed Air Canada to be completely transparent about their hiring process for the
included roles. A level of transparency that millennial applicants have come to expect from potential employers.

Raise Your Flag linked through to all job postings on AirCanada.com that matched with an opportunity in an Air Canada career
path and included all vital information for every position in each path. Francois explains: “We’re recruiting a lot of Call Centre and
Customer Service reps and Raise Your Flag is a perfect way to promote those positions to our ideal population for those early,
entry-level positions. Raise Your Flag is a perfect fit.”
The goal of including Air Canada on RaiseYourFlag.com was never to send them more candidates, they were receiving plenty
from their other recruitment efforts. The goal was to send them people who were from their target millennial population, who
viewed Air Canada as a long-term career path provider and not simply “just” a job. People who were well aware of what would be
required of them to succeed with Air Canada.
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THE SOLUTION
““The embeddable career paths were simple to integrate with our current ATS and are a
great way to attract our target population. Not to mention, they look beautiful and give us
a great opportunity to carry our branding as an employer into job postings and the
application process.”

PHASE TWO:
Phase Two: After seeing tremendous success as a featured company on RaiseYourFlag.com, Air Canada moved to the next level
of engagement which was to integrate RaiseYourFlag.com career paths into job postings on the AirCanada.com careers page.
Air Canada wanted to make sure that every applicant, regardless of the source, was aware of the long-term career opportunities
at Air Canada beyond those entry-level positions.

What made Air Canada decide to integrate Raise Your Flag paths into their postings? Francois explains, “The embeddable career
paths were simple to integrate with our current ATS and are a great way to attract our target population. Not to mention, they
look beautiful and give us a great opportunity to carry our branding as an employer into job postings and the application
process.”
The impact of the embeddable career paths were immediately clear when Francois received his first weekly report outlining the
level of engagement the career paths were achieving. The numbers showed that potential applicants were interested in learning
more about a future with Air Canada and were interacting with their job postings in a way that wasn’t possible prior to
integrating Raise Your Flag’s career paths.
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THE RESULTS
“In the past three years we’ve improved a lot of our processes and Raise Your Flag has
been a part of that key reorganization.”
EMBEDDED RAISE YOUR FLAG PATHS ON AIRCANADA.COM
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AIR CANADA ON RAISEYOURFLAG.COM
Total Applicants

Total Hires

1,300 56
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THE RESULTS

In the past 12 months, Raise Your Flag has sent Air Canada 1300 applicants for open positions. Air Canada has
hired 56 of those applicants. What does this mean for Air Canada? It means that on average, they hire one out
of every 23 applicants coming from RaiseYourFlag.com. To put that number into perspective, it takes 73
applicants per hire from another major applicant source. It’s clear that Raise Your Flag is sending Air Canada the
type of quality entry-level employees that they’re looking for.
Before integrating Raise Your Flag career paths with existing Air Canada job postings on AirCanada.com there
was a gap in their data. Although they had data about how many applicants were coming from their careers
page, it was difficult to know more about who was visiting those postings, how many people were visiting, how
long they were staying, what they were doing while there and how effective their postings were in
communicating the opportunities to applicants.
Since launching Raise Your Flag career paths on entry-level job postings on the AirCanada.com careers page,
Francois’ team is able to have much better understanding of what’s happening when a potential applicant arrives
to a job posting.
In the first month of launching, Raise Your Flag career paths on Air Canada’s career page saw 31,800 sessions.
More importantly, those sessions produced 247,000 interactions. This means visitors were clicking through their
career paths. They were learning about the career progression, seeing their earning potential, understanding the
skills they would need and being excited by what a future with Air Canada could look like.
As a result of those sessions, Air Canada received 2,628 applicants from their embedded paths. Each one of
those applicants applied armed with the knowledge needed to navigate a successful carer with Air Canada.
In the 12 weeks that Raise Your Flag has been integrated with Air Canada’s job postings, they’ve seen 65,000
sessions, over 510,000 interactions, 6,500 apply clicks and 150 shares on social networks. It’s clear that Air
Canada now has unprecedented access to the data needed to learn more about the impact of their branding
efforts and can make informed decisions about how to optimize their efforts. Equally as important, potential
applicants are able to learn more about Air Canada and the possibility of a meaningful career with an awardwinning company.

“Working with Raise Your Flag has been easy. Implementation has been simple. Since the
beginning, I’ve always received quick responses. Their customer service and after-sales
support have been great. There have been no challenges working with Raise Your Flag”
Francois-Xavier Henri
Talent Acquisition & Attraction Manager
Air Canada
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RAISE YOUR FLAG

Let us show you how to attract and hire the most retainable, entry-level staff who are eager to
work, ready to learn and highly-motivated to stay with your company for years to come.
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How Air Canada is using Raise Your Flag to elevate
their talent acquisition strategy to a new altitude.

